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New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as
an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly
made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning
writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the
magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect
back to its audience the energy and excitement of
the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a
place and an idea.
Released in May 1977, the original Star Wars movie
inaugurated the age of the movie blockbuster. It also
redefined the use of cinematic special effects,
creating a new textual universe that now stretches
through three decades, two trilogies and generations
of fascinated viewers. The body of critical analysis
that has developed from this epic focuses primarily
on the Star Wars universe as a contemporary myth.
However, like any fiction, it must also be viewed—and
consequently analyzed—as a product of the culture
which created it. The essays in this book analyze the
Star Wars trilogies as a culturally and historically
specific phenomenon. Moving away from the
traditional myth-based criticism of the films, the
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essayists employ a cultural studies model to
examine how this phenomenon intersects with social
formations such as economics, technology, race and
gender. Critical approaches are varied and include
political and economic analysis informed by
feminism, contemporary race theory, Marxism, new
media studies and post-humanism. Among the
topics covered are the connections between the
trilogies and our own cultural landscape; the
problematic issues of race and gender; and the
thematic implications of Lucas’ presentation of
technology. Instructors considering this book for use
in a course may request an examination copy here.
Glaube und Geschlechtfromme Frauen, spirituelle
Erfahrungen, religiöse TraditionenBöhlau Verlag
Köln Weimar
Cinema Studies: The Key Concepts is essential
reading for anyone interested in film. Providing
accessible coverage of a comprehensive range of
genres, movements, theories and production terms,
this is a must-have guide to a fascinating area of
study and arguably the greatest art form of modern
times. Now fully revised and updated for its fifth
edition, the book includes entries on topics such as:
Acting Audience CGI Convergence Cult cinema
Digitisation and globalization Distribution
Experimental film Transnational cinema World
cinemas
Tim Wu nimmt uns in diesem Buch mit auf eine informative
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Reise durch das Reich der Kommunikationstechnologien
beginnend bei Telefon über Radio, Fernsehen bis hin zum
Internet. Dabei analysiert er gründlich die Entwicklung der
Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten und deren Auswirkungen in
Bezug auf die Möglichkeiten der offenen Kommunikation
sowie deren Kontrolle. Er zeigt dabei unter anderem immer
wiederkehrende Zyklen auf, wie neue Technologien häufig
aus kleinen Unternehmen entstanden sind, später von
wenigen großen dominiert wurden, um wiederum neue
innovative Unternehmen entstehen zu lassen. Tim Wu zeigt
die Hintergründe solcher Entwicklungen auf, die zu dem
heutigen Stand geführt haben.
Papers from the 3rd conference of the Verein Frauen in der
Literaturwissenschaft held Mar. 4-6, 2005, at the Universitèat
Bremen.
Along Came Polly… Surgeon Johnny Griffin's world stopped
when he lost his wife and unborn child. Now only his little
patients can brighten Johnny's day. Until the moment bubbly
new nurse Polly Seymour whirls into his ward and turns his
life upside down! She's the ray of sunshine this brooding doc
needs—the only woman who can make him feel alive again. It
could be the second chance Johnny's dreamed of…if he
doesn't let her slip through his fingers….
Barefoot in Manhattan Dr. Brad Davis's success with women
is the talk of Manhattan's Angel Mendez Children's
Hospital—but even he knows that Nurse Chloe Jenkins, his
best friend's little sister, is strictly off-limits. But when she
shows up on his doorsept barefoot, seeking refuge and
wearing little more than lingerie, Brad is very tempted to
break all the rules…. Newly single Chloe is moving on from her
cheating, soon-to-be ex-husband. But she has no idea how to
be single! Drop-dead-gorgeous Brad is the perfect partner for
her pretend dating road test, but can Chloe resist the very
real temptation?
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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music,
video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
Desperate young lovers on the lam ( They Live by
Night), a cynical con man making a fortune as a
mentalist ( Nightmare Alley), a penniless pregnant
girl mistaken for a wealthy heiress ( No Man of Her
Own), a wounded veteran who has forgotten his own
name ( Somewhere in the Night)—this gallery of film
noir characters challenges the stereotypes of the
wise-cracking detective and the alluring femme
fatale. Despite their differences, they all have
something in common: a belief in self-reinvention.
Nightmare Alley is a thorough examination of how
film noir disputes this notion at the heart of the
American Dream. Central to many of these films,
Mark Osteen argues, is the story of an individual
trying, by dint of hard work and perseverance, to
overcome his origins and achieve material success.
In the wake of World War II, the noir genre tested the
dream of upward mobility and the ideas of
individualism, liberty, equality, and free enterprise
that accompany it. Employing an impressive array of
theoretical perspectives (including psychoanalysis,
art history, feminism, and music theory) and
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combining close reading with original primary source
research, Nightmare Alley proves both the diversity
of classic noir and its potency. This provocative and
wide-ranging study revises and refreshes our
understanding of noir's characters, themes, and
cultural significance. -- Wheeler Winston Dixon,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
In dem Fachbuch analysieren renommierte Autoren
rund 30 Filme unter psychodynamischen
Gesichtspunkten: Wie weicht die Darstellung in den
Medien von der Wirklichkeit ab? Und wie verändern
sich Zuschauer, wenn sie damit konfrontiert sind?
Am Beispiel bekannter und neu zu entdeckender
Filme zeigen sie auf, wie sich virtuelle Realitäten,
Konstrukte, Traumbilder und künstliche Wesen auf
die Wahrnehmung des Zuschauers auswirken. Die
Texte sind so geschrieben, dass sie auch für
„psychoanalytische Laien“ verständlich und
spannend zu lesen sind.
Narrative comprehension, memory, motion, depth
perception, synesthesia, hallucination, and dreaming
have long been objects of fascination for cognitive
psychologists. They have also been among the most
potent sources of creative inspiration for
experimental filmmakers. Lessons in Perception
melds film theory and cognitive science in a
stimulating investigation of the work of iconic
experimental artists such as Stan Brakhage, Robert
Breer, Maya Deren, and Jordan Belson. In
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illustrating how avant-garde filmmakers draw from
their own mental and perceptual capacities, author
Paul Taberham offers a compelling account of how
their works expand the spectator’s range of
aesthetic sensitivities and open creative vistas
uncharted by commercial cinema.
Newly single Chloe is moving on from her cheating, soonto-be ex-husband. But she has no idea how to be single!
Drop-dead gorgeous Brad is the perfect partner for her
pretend dating road test, but can Chloe resist the very
real temptation?
Der Gangster, prominente Reflexionsfigur der
amerikanischen Populärkultur des 20. Jahrhunderts,
steckt nicht erst seit »The Sopranos« in der Krise. In
dieser erfolgreichen HBO-Fernsehserie geht die
hypervirile Männerfigur in die Therapie und erfährt
dadurch, so jedenfalls die Sopranos Studies, eine
weiblich konnotierte Umschrift. Asokan Nirmalarajah
argumentiert jedoch, dass diese Serienprämisse einen
Blick auf die bereits grundlegend »melodramatischen«
Sinnstrukturen des Gangsterfilms erschließt. Er
(re-)perspektiviert den Gangster als eine kulturhistorisch
wichtige Opfer- und Krisenfigur mittels einer Lektüre der
TV-Serie und des Filmgenres als »Male«, »Family« und
»Immigrant Melodrama«.
With overview essays and more than 400 A-Z entries,
this exhaustive encyclopedia documents the history of
Asians in America from earliest contact to the present
day. Organized topically by group, with an in-depth
overview essay on each group, the encyclopedia
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examines the myriad ethnic groups and histories that
make up the Asian American population in the United
States. "Asian American History and Culture" covers the
political, social, and cultural history of immigrants from
East Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia, the Pacific
Islands, and their descendants, as well as the social and
cultural issues faced by Asian American communities,
families, and individuals in contemporary society. In
addition to entries on various groups and cultures, the
encyclopedia also includes articles on general topics
such as parenting and child rearing, assimilation and
acculturation, business, education, and literature. More
than 100 images round out the set.
Many critics have approached Terrence Malick's work
from a philosophical perspective, arguing that his films
express philosophy through cinema. With their
remarkable images of nature, poetic voiceovers, and
meditative reflections, Malick's cinema certainly invites
philosophical engagement. In Terrence Malick:
Filmmaker and Philosopher, Robert Sinnerbrink takes a
different approach, exploring Malick's work as a case of
cinematic ethics: films that evoke varieties of ethical
experience, encompassing existential, metaphysical, and
religious perspectives. Malick's films are not reducible to
a particular moral position or philosophical doctrine;
rather, they solicit ethically significant forms of
experience, encompassing anxiety and doubt, wonder
and awe, to questioning and acknowledgment, through
aesthetic engagement and poetic reflection. Drawing on
a range of thinkers and approaches from Heidegger and
Cavell, Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, to phenomenology
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and moral psychology Sinnerbrink explores how Malick's
films respond to the problem of nihilism the loss of
conviction or belief in prevailing forms of value and
meaning and the possibility of ethical transformation
through cinema: from self-transformation in our relations
with others to cultural transformation via our attitudes
towards towards nature and the world. Sinnerbrink
shows how Malick's later films, from The Tree of Life to
Voyage of Time, provide unique opportunities to explore
cinematic ethics in relation to the crisis of belief, the
phenomenology of love, and film's potential to invite
moral transformation.
Until recently, discussion of Hollywood film has dominated
much of the contemporary dialogue on ecocriticism and the
cinema. Transnational Ecocinema, open up the critical debate
to look at a larger variety of films from many different
countries and cultures. By foregrounding these films with their
economic and political contexts, the contributors offer a more
comprehensive and nuanced look at the role of place in
ecocinema. The essays also interrogate proposed global
solutions to environmental issues by presenting an ecocritical
perspective on different film and cultural considerations from
around the globe.
Some secrets are best shared… Since making the ultimate
emotional sacrifice for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards
has kept her feelings buried and her heart on lockdown. Enter
neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue
eyes and roguish charm. Working with him on an emotive
case brings all of Lucy's painful memories to the surface…and
even closer to Ryan. Lucy's finally tempted to let someone
in—but will their fragile relationship survive her most difficult
revelation?
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